Exclusive
L I N E

Steel reinforcement:
Strong and corrosion resistant
galvanised steel enclosed in a frame.
Glazing:
In Passive window we can use
triple glazing package with
0,4 W/m²K, ﬁlled with krypton
and with a swisspacer ul mate bar*

0,64*
W/m2K

Perfect insula on:
Product dedicated to Passive
houses.Energy saving and
reduc on of Co2 emission.

Gaskets:
Innova ve triple, thermally
sealed gasket system.

Wide range of proﬁle colours.
Proﬁle:
The geometry of the 82 mm
proﬁle with 7 air chambers,
guarantee perfect thermal
and accous c insula on.

PVC window system - Exclusive Line is a innova ve, 7 - chambers solu on, which
guarrantee very high thermal insula on. Because of the usage of reliable and durable
solu ons in this system we are oﬀering a 10 years warranty. The Exclusive Line
window is a product that will help You to:
-protect You against burglary (RC2)
-allow You to save up to 45% on hea ng (Triple gasket system)
-let You enjoy the unique aesthe cs of the window (SELECT ﬁ ngs)

*Thermal transmi ance depends on the glazing package (with standard package its 0.5 W/m²K )
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Choose your model

RC2

Security
Feel Secure!

If You decide on Security Exclusive Line, You may be sure, You will be safer than ever.
Windows in that version, are the products with RC2 burglary protec on class. Equipped
with 8 octagonal bolts* located on the whole circuit of the frame, allows on calling them
the safest windows on the market.
*depending on the sizes of the window, max. 8 octagonal bolts.
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Heat gains in the winter and protec on against heat in the summer!
Passive version, which is equipped with a triple glass, ﬁlled with krypton and addi onall
usage of a warm swisspacer bar, allow on achieving thermal transmi ance factor on a
very low level - 0,64 W/m²K. What is more, thanks to the usage of two layers of low
emission coa ng, thermal transmi ance of the glass is not higher than 0.4 W / m²K. The
Passive window meets the requirements of the i

Rosenheim Ins tute in passive

houses.

Elegant
Window hardware with invisible hinges
The Elegant version is a window equipped with lt and turn ﬁ ngs, discretely hidden in
a space between frame and sash. Thanks to the unique design of SELECT ﬁ ngs, the
hinges are invisible when the window is closed. Usage of such solu on, allow on
obtaining sash load capacity even up to 150 kg. What is more, Elegant version, thanks to
the SELECT ﬁ ngs, achieve a be er thermal insula on than normal windows because
there are no thermal bridges.
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Standard colours

white

Handles:

creme

winchester

golden oak

nut
white

swamp oak

mahogany

anthracite sa n 88 anthracite 7016
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black

F4

F9

dark brown
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